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Abstract
Relativistic fluid dynamics is a major component in dynamical simulations of the
quark-gluon plasma created in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Simulations of
the full three-dimensional dissipative dynamics of the quark-gluon plasma with
fluctuating initial conditions are computationally expensive and typically require
some degree of parallelization. In this paper, we present a GPU implementation
of the Kurganov-Tadmor algorithm which solves the 3+1d relativistic viscous hy-
drodynamics equations including the effects of both bulk and shear viscosities.
We demonstrate that the resulting CUDA-based GPU code is approximately two
orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding serial implementation of the
Kurganov-Tadmor algorithm. We validate the code using (semi-)analytic tests
such as the relativistic shock-tube and Gubser flow.
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Programming language: CUDA C
Computer: Any machine with an Nvidia graphics processing unit
Operating system: GNU/Linux distributions
Global memory usage: 0.5 GB (for a 1283 grid)
Keywords: Relativistic fluid dynamics, Quark-gluon plasma, GPU, CUDA, Parallel com-
puting
Classification: 12 Gases and Fluids, 17 Nuclear Physics
External routines/libraries: Google Test, GNU Scientific Library (GSL)
Nature of problem:
Dynamical evolution of the fluid dynamic stage of the quark-gluon plasma produced in
nuclear collisions.
Solution method:
Kurganov-Tadmor algorithm
Running time: Typical running time on an Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 Ti graphics card for
fluid dynamic simulations that includes a nonconformal equation of state with bulk and
shear viscosities on a 1283 grid is 38.4 sec/time step.
1. Introduction
Relativistic fluid dynamics is a major workhorse in simulations of the quark-
gluon plasma (QGP) created in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [1]. The fluid
dynamic equations (conservation laws plus the convective-diffusion equations for
the dissipative currents) form a coupled set of hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions. In general, computationally expensive high-resolution schemes are needed
when the solutions exhibit shock waves, discontinuities, or large gradients. Al-
though the QGP is short lived (the fluid dynamic stage lasting O(10) fm/c at the
highest energies), simulations still take on the order of days. However, the com-
putational cost is even more demanding; no two nuclei are alike, so one must av-
erage over thousands of randomly generated nucleus-nucleus collisions. To deal
with this, parallel computing resources such as Beowulf clusters or supercomput-
ers are typically taken advantage of to run these simulations. Even with the use
of these resources, it remains intractable to systematically determine the best val-
ues of the parameters that enter into a (3+1)-dimensional simulation of the QGP
using Bayesian statistics [2, 3].
All of these simulations relied on distributing the data over multiple central
processing units (CPUs). However, for the algorithms employed to solve the fluid
dynamic equations, this is not optimal; they are inherently parallel algorithms
where the interactions between grid points is local rather than long range and
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which would benefit from concurrent execution of a large number of threads. In
fact, the CPU is optimized for serial code performance (i.e. designed to minimize
the execution latency of a single thread) by making use of large last-level on-
chip cache memories to reduce the instruction and data access latencies as well
as sophisticated control logic that allows a single thread to execute in parallel
(while still maintaining the appearance of sequential execution). The control logic
and cache memories, neither of which contribute to the peak calculation speed,
consume hardware resources (such as chip area and power) that could otherwise
be used to provide more arithmetic execution units and memory access channels.
In contrast, the graphics processing unit (GPU) has a highly efficient, high
throughput computation architecture designed to optimize the performance of a
simultaneous execution of many threads. Giving up the sophisticated control
logic and large cache memories results in long-latency pipelined memory chan-
nels and arithmetic operations, but actually increases the total execution through-
put by reducing the chip area and power of the memory access hardware and
arithmetic units, allowing more of them. This leads to a large peak-performance
gap (measured by floating-point operations per second or FLOPS) between CPUs
and GPUs shown in Table 1 which compares the state of the art Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessor 7120 and the GeForce GTX Titan Z graphics card. The Titan Z per-
forms about 3 and 2 times more single and double-precision FLOPS than the Intel
Xeon Phi, respectively. Graphics cards also have a significant advantage in terms
of memory bandwidth - the rate at which data can be accessed from memory -
which operates about two times faster than the CPU. In this paper, we will use
GPUs to accelerate our relativistic fluid dynamic code.
Model Intel Xeon Phi GeForce GTX Titan Z
Processor cores 61 5760
Clock speed
(MHz)
Core 1238 705
Turbo/Boost 1333 876
Memory
Configuration
Size (GB) 16 12.288
Bandwidth (GB/s) 352 672
Processing power
(GFLOPS)
Single precision 2416.58 8121.6
Double precision 1208.29 2707.2
TDP (W) 300 375
Table 1: Comparision between the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor 7120P/D/X/A and GeForce GTX
Titan Z graphics card based on official Intel and Nvidia specifications. (The thermal design power
(TDP) is the maximum amount of heat generated by the CPU/GPU.)
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we write down the fluid dy-
namic equations that will be solved for simulations of nuclear collisions. The
numerical scheme which we have adopted and its implementation onto graphics
processing units is presented in Secs. 3 and 4. In Section 5 we describe the val-
idation of our code against various test problems. We then show simulations of
the (3+1)-dimensional QGP in a single nuclear collision, and idendify the regions
where fluid dynamics is the correct effective description for the problem. In Sec. 8
the performance benchmarks of our code against a highly optimized serial CPU
implementation are presented. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. 9.
2. Relativistic fluid dynamics
2.1. Conservation laws and relaxation equations for dissipative flows
Relativistic fluid dynamics is described by the macroscopic conservation laws
of any conserved current Jµa (in this case the net baryon current Nµ ) and the
energy-momentum tensor T µν . In general coordinates these five equations are:
dµNµ ≡ Nµ;µ ≡ 1√g∂µ(
√
gNµ) = 0 ,
dµT µν ≡ T µν;µ ≡ 1√g∂µ(
√
gT µν)+ΓνµλT
µλ = 0 , (1)
where dµ stands for the covariant derivative and is denoted compactly by a semi-
colon, g ≡ −det(gµν) is the negative determinant of the metric tensor gµν with
mostly minus convention (+,−,−,−), ∂µ ≡ ∂/∂xµ denotes the four-derivative,
and Γµαβ ≡Γ
µ
βα =
1
2g
µν(∂βgαν+∂αgνβ−∂νgαβ ) are the affine connections (Christof-
fel symbols).
The macroscopic fields can be decomposed with respect to the fluid velocity
four-vector uµ (defined in the Landau frame as the timelike eigenvector of T µν ,
T µνuν = E uµ , where the energy density E is its eigenvalue) as:
Nµ =N uµ +nµ , (2)
T µν = E uµuν − (P0+Π)∆µν +piµν . (3)
By identifying the number densityN and energy density E with their equilibrium
form via the Landau matching conditions we can characterize the fluid by a local
temperature T and a chemical potential µ , and the thermal pressure P0 can be
obtained from the equilibrium equation of state (EoS) P0(E ,N ). The quantity
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nµ is the particle-diffusion current, the total isotropic pressure is obtained from
the sum of the thermodynamic pressureP0 and the bulk viscous pressure Π, and
piµν ≡ T 〈µν〉 is the shear-stress tensor. The transverse projection tensor ∆µν ≡
gµν − uµuν is used to project four-vectors and tensors into the space orthogonal
to uµ (i.e. onto 3-space in the local rest frame (LRF)). Angular brackets 〈〉 around
any two Lorentz indices indicates the result of applying the transverse projector
∆µν to uµ and traceless projector ∆µναβ ≡ 12(∆
µ
α∆νβ +∆
ν
α∆
µ
β )− 13∆µν∆αβ to a rank-
2 tensor. By construction, the dissipative terms satisfy the constraints uµnµ =
uµpiµν = piµνuν = pi
µ
µ ≡ 0.
The fluid dynamic equations (1) are exact, but not closed due to the appearance
of dissipative terms appearing in Eqs. (2) and (3). In order to close this system,
nine additional evolution or “transport” equations for the independent components
of the shear-stress tensor piµν , bulk viscous pressure Π, and diffusion four-current
nµ must be provided, along with the equation of state, from the underlying mi-
croscopic theory. These can obtained from the relativistic Boltzmann equation
as [4]
τΠΠ˙+Π=−ζθ +J +K +R ,
τnn˙〈µ〉+nµ = κIµ +J µ +K µ +Rµ ,
τpi p˙i〈µν〉+piµν = 2ησµν +J µν +K µν +Rµν . (4)
The explicit form of the terms on the r.h.s. is discussed below. Along with the
conservation laws (1), the above equations (4) define a resummed transient rela-
tivistic fluid-dynamical theory. The overdot denotes the covariant time derivative
D ≡ uµdµ , with the notation n˙〈µ〉 ≡ ∆µν n˙ν and p˙i〈µν〉 ≡ ∆µναβ p˙iαβ . Microscopic
physics occurs on time scales equal to or faster than τΠ, τn, and τpi which describe
how fast Π, nµ , and piµν exponentially decay towards their respective Navier-
Stokes values−ζθ , κIµ , and 2ησµν [5]. Here, ζ is the bulk viscosity coefficient,
κ is the particle-diffusion coefficient, η is the shear viscosity, θ ≡ dµuµ = ∇·u
(where ∇µ ≡ ∆µνdν is the spatial gradient in the LRF) is the expansion scalar,
Iµ ≡ ∇µ(µ/T ) is the gradient of the chemical potential to temperature ratio, and
σµν ≡ ∇〈µuν〉 is the velocity shear tensor.
The r.h.s. of Eqs. (4) are organized as an algebraic series in powers of the
Knudsen number Kn (ratio between a characteristic microscopic and macroscopic
time/length scale of the fluid [4]) and the inverse Reynolds number R−1 (ratio of
dissipative quantities and local thermodynamic equilibrium values). Terms of or-
der O(Kn3), O(R−1i R
−1
j R
−1
k ), O(Kn
2R−1i ), O(KnR
−1
i R
−1
j ) and higher are omit-
ted in the effective theory. The tensors J , J µ , and J µν contain all terms
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made up from products of terms of first order in Knudsen and inverse Reynolds
numbers,
J =−`Πn∇ ·n− τΠnn ·F−δΠΠΠθ −λΠnn · I+λΠpipiµνσµν ,
J µ =−nνωνµ −δnnnµθ − `nΠ∇µΠ+ `npi∆µν∇λpiλν + τnΠΠFµ − τnpipiµνFν
−λnnnνσµν +λnΠΠIµ −λnpipiµν Iν ,
J µν = 2τpipi
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ −δpipipiµνθ − τpipipiλ 〈µ σ ν〉λ +λpiΠΠσµν − τpinn〈µ F ν〉
+ `pin∇〈µ nν〉+λpinn〈µ I ν〉 , (5)
where we defined Fµ ≡ ∇µP0, and ωµν ≡ 12(∇µuν −∇νuµ) is the vorticity ten-
sor. The tensorsK ,K µ , andK µν contain all terms of second order in Knudsen
number,
K = ζ1ωµνωµν +ζ2σµνσµν +ζ3θ 2+ζ4 I · I+ζ5 F ·F
+ζ6 I ·F +ζ7∇ · I+ζ8∇ ·F,
K µ = κ1σµν Iν +κ2σµνFν +κ3Iµθ +κ4Fµθ
+κ5ωµν Iν +κ6∆
µ
λ∂νσ
λν +κ7∇µθ ,
K µν = η1ω
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ +η2θσµν +η3σλ 〈µ σ
ν〉
λ +η4σ
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ
+η5I〈µ I ν〉+η6F〈µ F ν〉+η7I〈µ F ν〉+η8∇〈µ I ν〉+η9∇〈µ F ν〉. (6)
The tensorsR,Rµ , andRµν contain all terms of second order in inverse Reynolds
number,
R = ϕ1Π2+ϕ2n ·n+ϕ3piµνpiµν ,
Rµ = ϕ4nνpiµν +ϕ5Πnµ ,
Rµν = ϕ6Πpiµν +ϕ7piλ 〈µ pi
ν〉
λ +ϕ8n
〈µ nν〉. (7)
These last terms arise from non-linear terms in the collision kernel [4].
The conservation laws (1) together with (4) and the equilibrium equation of
stateP0(E ,N ) define the fluid dynamic equations for a relativistic system. We
remark that although the above equations were derived from the weakly coupled
Boltzmann equation, their structure is generic and remains valid at strong cou-
pling where the Boltzmann equation breaks down. Only the transport coefficients
appearing in Eqs. (4)-(7) and an appropriate EoS would need to be calculated
self-consistently from a different microscopic theory.
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2.2. Fluid dynamics for nuclear collisions
The primary application that we have in mind is the simulation of the (3+1)-
dimensional matter created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Here, the con-
ditions are rather extreme: the fluid has the largest space-time gradients of the
fields and the smallest space-time volume ever encountered. Under these extreme
conditions it is not known a priori if terms contained inK µ1···µ` can be neglected–
they might be of the same order as J µ1···µ` . The problem is that the terms of
second (and higher) order in the Knudsen number, e.g. ∇µθ ⊂K µ , have second-
order gradients resulting in acasual equations of motion. It was shown in Ref. [6]
how to include such terms in a casual way by promoting additional dissipative
currents other than those appearing in Eq. (1) to dynamical variables. (Another
way to cure this problem is to include non-hydrodynamic modes in the leading-
order single-particle distribution function [7].) This is beyond the scope of this
work; instead we use the 14-moment approximation where all terms in Eq. (6)
vanish identically. This will at least be an acceptable approximation for asymptot-
ically late times when the dissipative quantities approach their respective Navier-
Stokes limit. Furthermore, this saves us the laborious task of determining all
of their transport coefficients; although they have been formally written down in
Ref. [4], they have not yet been put into a convenient form to use in simulations
of heavy ion collisions. Nonlinear effects of the collisional kernel seem to not
play a major role in the transient regime [8]. It was explicitly shown in Ref. [9]
that for a massless Boltzmann gas with constant scattering cross section in the
14-moment approximation, the contributions from the ϕ7 term is an order of mag-
nitude smaller compared to the other terms and can then safely be set to zero. We
therefore neglect all terms O(R−1i R
−1
j ), i.e. all terms in Eq. (7), in the equations
of motion. We further restrict ourselves to systems with vanishing chemical po-
tential where energy and momentum are the only conserved currents and only the
dissipative currents Π and piµν are needed. They are governed by the following
simplified relaxation equations:
τΠDΠ+Π=−ζθ −δΠΠΠθ +λΠpipiµνσµν , (8)
τpiDpiµν +piµν = 2ησµν +2τpipi
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ −δpipipiµνθ − τpipipiλ 〈µσν〉λ +λpiΠΠσµν
− τpi(piλµuν +piλνuµ)Duλ . (9)
The transport coefficients are unknown for the quark-gluon plasma; at this mo-
ment in time it is as good an approximation as any to obtain them from kinetic
theory. We take formulas for the transport coefficients derived near the conformal
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limit (i.e. expanded to a particular order in z ≡ m/T  1 that gives the lowest
nonzero expression written entirely in terms of the energy density or equilibrium
quantities P0 and c2s directly accessible from lattice QCD) [10]. For the bulk
viscous pressure, these transport coefficients are
ζ
τΠ
= 15
(
1
3
− c2s
)2
(E +P0)+O(z5) , (10)
δΠΠ
τΠ
=
2
3
+O(z2 logz) , (11)
λΠpi
τΠ
=
8
5
(
1
3
− c2s
)
+O(z4) , (12)
and for the shear-stress tensor
η
τpi
=
E +P0
5
+O(z2) , (13)
δpipi
τpi
=
4
3
+O(z2) , (14)
τpipi
τpi
=
10
7
+O(z2) , (15)
λpiΠ
τpi
=
6
5
+O(z2 logz) . (16)
For the bulk viscosity, we use a parametrization that interpolates between data
from lattice QCD for the QGP phase and results obtained from the hadron res-
onance gas model for the hadronic phase, connected quadratically around Tc =
200MeV [12]:1
ζ
s
=

A0+A1x+A2x2 0.995Tc ≥ T ≥ 1.05Tc
λ1 exp[−(x−1)/σ1]+λ2 exp[−(x−1)/σ2]+0.001 T > 1.05Tc
λ3 exp[(x−1)/σ3]+λ4 exp[(x−1)/σ4]+0.03 T < 0.995Tc
,
(17)
with x = T/Tc and fitted parameters
A0 =−13.45, A1 = 27.55, A2 =−13.77,
λ1 = 0.9, λ2 = 0.25, λ3 = 0.9, λ4 = 0.22,
σ1 = 0.025, σ2 = 0.13, σ3 = 0.0025, σ4 = 0.022.
1In Ref [12] Tc = 200MeV was used, and we follow this choice here. Subsequent users have
often used the value Tc = 180MeV instead, see e.g. [3, 11, 13].
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Figure 1: The specific bulk viscosity ζ/s as a function of temperature. The shaded light blue
region indicates the estimated allowed range for ζ/s [3, 11], while the darker blue line indicates
the parametrization in Eq. (17).
Fig. 1 shows an estimated range of the magnitude of the bulk viscosity by multi-
plying the parametrization (17) by an arbitrary normalization factor 0≤ (ζ/s)norm≤
3. A normalization constant (ζ/s)norm = 1 corresponds to Eq. (17) indicated by
the dark blue line in Fig. 1 and (ζ/s)norm = 3 has a peak value of 1 similar to
the two parametrization studied in Ref. [13]. Simulations using Bayesian statis-
tics to estimate the best parameter values from the experimental data find that
(ζ/s)norm ∼ 1.2 [3]. For simplicity, in all simulations we will use (ζ/s)norm = 1,
since we are not worried here about precise comparison to data, but only inter-
ested that all qualitative features expected in nuclear collisions are implemented.
With a peak value around 1 (corresponding here to a (ζ/s)norm = 3) it has been
shown that cavitation occurs [13], but for peak values lower than this, cavitation
does not occur.
2.3. Equation of state for nuclear collisions
For an ideal gas of massless quarks and gluons (Stefan-Boltzmann limit)
Eideal = 3
[
2(N2c −1)+
7
2
NcN f
]
pi2
90
T 4 , (18)
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Figure 2: Pressure and energy density as a function of temperature normalized by their Stefan-
Boltzmann limits (left panel) and the speed of sound (right panel) using the parametrization from
the Wuppertal-Budapest collaboration [14].
where Nc = 3 and N f = 2+ 1 are the numbers of colors and dynamical mass-
less (2) and massive (1) quarks, respectively. The conformal equation of state
gives Eideal = 3Pideal. However, when simulating the dynamics of the quark-
gluon plasma, interactions and the running of the strong coupling parameter break
conformal invariance. The corrections to the ideal equation of state can be deter-
mined from lattice QCD. Here, we use the analytic parametrization of the QCD
trace anomaly I(T ) = Eeq−3Peq determined from lattice QCD by the Wuppertal-
Budapest collaboration [14]:
I(T )
T 4
=
[
h0
1+αt2
+
f0
[
tanh( f1t+ f2)+1
]
1+g1t+g2t2
]
exp
(
h1
t
− h2
t2
)
. (19)
Here, t ≡ T/(0.2 GeV), and for N f ≡ 2+1 the fitting parameters are h0 = 0.1396;
h1 = −0.1800; h2 = 0.0350; f0 = 2.76; f1 = 6.79; f2 = −5.29; g1 = −0.47;
g2 = 1.04; and α = 0.01.2 The normalized pressure can be determined from the
definite integral of the trace anomaly:
Peq(T )
T 4
=
∫ T
0
dT
T
I(T )
T 4
. (20)
It is then straightforward, starting from the definition Eeq = 3Peq+ I(T ), to con-
struct the inverse function T (Eeq) and the speed of sound squared c2s ≡ ∂Peq/∂Eeq.
2We follow Ref. [15] where a small α > 0 was introduced in order to guarantee that the pres-
sure approaches the Stefan-Boltzmann limit in the high-temperature limit without affecting the
parametrization near the phase transition.
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The energy density and pressure determined from the lattice and normalized by
their Stefan-Boltzmann limits are plotted in the left panel of Fig. 2. The right
panel of Fig. 2 shows how c2s approaches the Stefan-Boltzmann limit of 1/3 as a
function of temperature.
2.4. Final equations in hyperbolic coordinates
Before proceeding, let us recall the decomposition of the covariant derivative
into parts parallel and orthogonal to the fluid four-velocity for an arbitrary rank
tensor:
Aµ1···µ`;α ≡ uαDAµ1···µ`+∇αAµ1···µ` , (21)
where
DAµ1···µ` ≡ uβAµ1···µ`;β , (22)
∇αAµ1···µ` ≡ ∆βαAµ1···µ`;β , (23)
are the expressions for the time derivative and the spatial gradient operators in
the LRF, respectively. Additionally, the convective time derivative is defined as
dAµ1···µ` ≡ uβ∂βAµ1···µ` . The covariant derivative of scalar quantities, contravari-
ant four-vectors, and rank-two tensors are:
(AµAµ);α ≡ ∂α(AµAµ) , (24)
Aµ;α ≡ ∂αAµ +ΓµαβAβ , (25)
Aµν;α ≡ ∂αAµν +ΓµαβAβν +ΓναβAβµ . (26)
When there is a strong, approximately boost-invariant longitudinal flow (as is the
case in relativistic nuclear collisions), the Milne coordinate system xµ =(τ,x,y,ηs)
is the most natural one. The longitudinal proper time is given by τ = (t2− z2)1/2
and the space-time rapidity is defined as ηs = 12 ln [(t+ z)/(t− z)]. Minkowski co-
ordinates t and z are the laboratory time and the longitudinal (or beam) direction,
respectively. The metric tensor in this coordinate system is
gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−τ−2) ,
gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−τ2) , (27)
which leads to g = τ2. The contravariant flow velocity is parametrized as
uµ ≡ (u0,u1,u2,u3) = (uτ ,ux,uy,uη) , (28)
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and uµ ≡ gµνuν = (uτ ,−ux,−uy,−τ2uη). The number of independent compo-
nents of u is fixed by the normalization condition uµuµ = 1, leading to uτ =
(1+ u2x + u
2
y + τ2u2η)1/2. For later convenience, we also introduce the scaled
flow velocities (3-velocities of the fluid) vi ≡ ui/uτ . The four-derivative is ∂µ =
(∂τ ,∂x,∂y,∂η) and ∂ µ ≡ gµν∂ν = (∂τ ,−∂x,−∂y,−τ−2∂η). The only nonvanish-
ing components of Γµαβ are
Γητη = Γ
η
ητ =
1
τ
, Γτηη = τ . (29)
As a result, the conservation laws become
∂µT µτ = −1τ (T
ττ + τ2Tηη) , (30)
∂µT µx = −1τ T
τx , ∂µT µy =−1τ T
τy , ∂µT µη =−3τ T
τη . (31)
These equations can be decoupled by using the constituent equations (3). Using
P as a shorthand forP0+Π, one has
T ττ ≡ (E +P)uτuτ −P+piττ , (32)
T τi ≡ (E +P)uτui+piτi = viT ττ +Pvi− vipiττ +piτi , (33)
T i j ≡ (E +P)uiu j−Pgi j +pi i j = viT τ j−Pgi j− vipiτi+pi i j , (34)
leading to the energy conservation equation
∂τT ττ +∂x(vxT ττ)+∂y(vyT ττ)+∂η(vηT ττ) =−1τ
(
T ττ + τ2Tηη
)
−∂x (vxP− vxpiττ +piτx)−∂y (vyP− vypiττ +piτy)−∂η (vηP− vηpiττ +piτη) ,
(35)
and the momentum conservation equations
∂τT τx+∂x(vxT τx)+∂y(vyT τx)+∂η(vηT τx) =−1τ T
τx (36)
−∂x (P− vxpiτx+pixx)−∂y (−vypiτx+pixy)−∂η (−vηpiτx+pixη) ,
∂τT τy+∂x(vxT τy)+∂y(vyT τy)+∂η(vηT τy) =−1τ T
τy (37)
−∂x (−vxpiτy+pixy)−∂y (P− vypiτy+piyy)−∂η (−vηpiτy+piyη) ,
∂τT τη +∂x(vxT τη)+∂y(vyT τη)+∂η(vηT τη) =−3τ T
τη (38)
−∂x (−vxpiτη +pixη)−∂y (−vypiτη +piyη)−∂η
(
P
τ2
− vηpiτη +piηη
)
.
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We remark that the substitutions (32)-(34) manifest themselves as additional source
terms containing spatial derivatives in the second lines of Eqs. (35)-(38). The re-
laxation equations (9) are
dΠ=− ζ
τΠ
θ − Π
τΠ
− IΠ , (39)
dpiµν = 2
η
τpi
σµν − pi
µν
τpi
− Iµνpi −Gµνpi , (40)
where we introduced the shorthand notation Gµνpi ≡ uαΓµαβpiβν+uαΓναβpiβµ which
contains the geometrical source terms from writing the covariant derivative of piµν
in terms of the convective derivative, and
IΠ ≡ δΠΠτΠ Πθ −
λΠpi
τΠ
piµνσµν , (41)
Iµνpi ≡ Iµν1 +
δpipi
τpi
Iµν2 − Iµν3 +
τpipi
τpi
Iµν4 −
λpiΠ
τpi
Πσµν , (42)
which contains all terms in the theory that are of second order in the Knudsen
number:
Iµν1 =
(
piλµuν +piλνuµ
)
Duλ , (43)
Iµν2 = θpi
µν , (44)
Iµν3 = pi
µλωνλ +pi
νλωµλ , (45)
Iµν4 =
1
2
gλκ
(
piµκσνλ +piνκσµλ
)
− 1
3
∆µνpiαβ σ
β
α . (46)
We have not written out the convective derivative in (τ-ηs)-coordinates, d≡ uτ∂τ+
ux∂x+uy∂y+uη∂η , nor the individual components of the other tensors in Eqs. (43)-
(46); they are listed in Appendix A. Eq. (40) contains 10 components of the sym-
metric shear stress tensor. By using the tracelessness and orthogonality of piµν
to u we can further reduce the number of unknowns to five. The choice is arbi-
trary as to which five components of piµν are chosen as dynamical quantities – for
example, one could choose pixx, pixy, pixη , piyy, and piyη – and then the remaining
components are determined algebraically. Four equations follow from piµνuν = 0:
piττ = piτxvx+piτyvy+ τ2piτηvη , (47)
piτx = pixxvx+pixyvy+ τ2pixηvη , (48)
piτy = pixyvx+piyyvy+ τ2piyηvη , (49)
piτη = pixηvx+piyηvy+ τ2piηηvη , (50)
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and the final component is obtained by using piµνgµν = 0:
piηη ≡ τ−2 (piττ −pixx−piyy)
= τ−2
[
pixx
(
v2x−1
)
+piyy
(
v2y−1
)
+2pixyvxvy
+2τ2 (pixηvxvη +piyηvyvη)
]
/
(
1− τ2v2η
)
. (51)
We will actually explicitly propagate all ten components of the shear-stress ten-
sor and use the above algebraic equations as a check that our code preserves the
traceless and orthogonality conditions numerically to a given precision.
The solution to the final fluid dynamic equations of motion (30)-(40) gives
us dynamical information about T τν and piµν – this information then allows us
to determine the local fields E and uµ . To do this, we first define the known
quantities E ≡ T ττ −piττ = Tττ −piττ , M¯i ≡ T τi−piτi, and ¯Mi ≡ Tτi−piτi. Then,from Eqs. (32) and (33), the local rest frame energy density is solved iteratively
via
E = E− M
2
E +P(E )
, (52)
where M2 ≡ M¯i ¯Mi = M¯
2
x + M¯
2
y + τ2M¯2η . [For a conformal system with Π≡ 0 and
equation of state E = 3P0, E is determined algebraically as E =
√
4E2−3M2−
E.] Knowing E , we can calculate the equation of state P0 =P0(E ) as well as
P(E )=P0(E )+Π and then fully construct the components of the fluid velocity:
uτ =
√
E +P
E +P
, (53)
ui =
M¯i
(E +P)uτ
. (54)
The numerical scheme used to solve Eqs. (30)-(40) is described in Sec. 3, followed
in Sec. 4 by its implementation on graphics processing units. We then validate our
code against various numerical tests in Sec. 5.
3. Numerical scheme
3.1. The KT-RK algorithm
The relativistic dissipative fluid dynamic equations (the conservation laws of
the physical currents together with the relaxation equations) can be cast in first-
order flux conservative vector form,
∂q
∂τ
+
∂Fi[q]
∂xi
= J . (55)
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In the above equation, q is the conserved state vector, Fi is the flux functional
of q (where Latin indices run from 1 to 3), and J is the source term. [See Ap-
pendix B for details concerning how to write Eqs. (39) and (40) in conservative
form.] We will now explain our notation: Let Ncons be the number of physical con-
served currents in (1) and Ndiss be the number of dissipative currents, respectively.
We define quantities with an over-hat, i.e. aˆ, as Ncons-dimensional vectors while
quantities with an over-vector symbol, i.e ~a, are Ndiss-dimensional vectors. The
boldfaced notation denotes a N-dimensional vector; N ≡ Ncons+Ndiss is the sum
of the number of variables from the physical conservation laws and the number of
dissipative quantities promoted to conserved variables for our numerical scheme.
For example, we define
Tˆ ≡ (T ττ T τx T τy T τη)T , (56)
~pi ≡ (piττ piτx piτy piτη pixx pixy pixη piyy piyη piηη Π)T , (57)
so that the vector of (numerical) conservative variables is the concatenation of the
two of them, given by
q ≡ (Tˆ ~pi)T , (58)
and the flux vectors are Fx ≡ vxq, Fy ≡ vyq, Fη ≡ vηq. The source vector is
given by J = (∂ivi + Sˆc + Gˆc,∂ivi +~Spi + ~Gpi) with the individual terms specified
in Eqs. (B.13).
We now briefly describe the numerical scheme used for the integration of the
system of hyperbolic equations (55). Godunov-type schemes belong to a class of
finite volume methods that guarantee the conservation of the primary variables (or
vary correctly based on the true physical solution). The two main kinds of high
resolution Godunov-type methods are the upwind and central schemes. In upwind
schemes, the fluxes at the cell boundaries are computed based on the exact ana-
lytical or approximate solutions to the Riemann problem. Central schemes bypass
the need to employ costly (approximate) Riemann solvers – there are no known
analytic or approximate solutions in the case of dissipative fluid dynamics – and
in contrast to the former, this makes them simpler, more efficient, and universal.
The Lax-Friedrichs scheme (LxF) [16, 17] is a first-order central scheme based on
piecewise constant approximate solutions and forms the basis for all higher-order
schemes. Nessyahu and Tadmor (NT) introduced a generalization of the staggered
LxF scheme by replacing the first order piecewise constant solutions with a van-
Leer’s MUSCL-type piecewise linear second order approximation [18]. Higher
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order schemes have also been developed (see e.g. Refs. [19, 20]). These stag-
gered central schemes have numerical viscosity which is of order O[(∆x)2r/∆τ],
where r is the formal order of the scheme.
The numerical viscosity in the central schemes becomes problematic when
the time step ∆τ is enforced to be small due to stability restrictions or in order to
sufficiently resolve all relevant time scales in the problem. For fluid dynamics,
the latter requires that ∆τ  τmicro, where τmicro is the largest microscopic time
scale. For heavy-ion collisions considered herein, the slowest microscopic time
scales are thought to be of the same order as the macroscopic scales. However,
faster varying time scales would need to be included to handle problems with
strong initial gradients in pressure or number density (see the discussion above
in Sec. 2.2 or Ref. [6]). Additionally, important microscopic physics that might
develop on time scales much shorter than the macroscopic ones (provided such
time scales are included in the effective description of the underlying microscopic
theory [4, 7]) would require a sufficiently small ∆τ (in the infinite resolution limit,
∆τ → 0) in order to numerically resolve these fine details [7, 21–25]. Moreover,
the NT scheme (and the higher order generalizations thereof) do not permit a
semi-discrete form.
Kurganov and Tadmor (KT) cured the aforementioned problems by intro-
ducing a new family of high-order Godunov-type central schemes with a much
smaller numerical viscosity of order O[(∆x)2r−1] (independent of ∆τ) [26]. The
main ingredient was to use more precise characteristic information of the local
speed of propagation. In the KT algorithm, the high resolution of the upwind
Godunov-type schemes is retained without the need to solve the actual Riemann
problem. By letting ∆τ → 0 it permits a simple semi-discrete update equation for
Eq. (55):
d
dτ
qi jk =−
Hxi+1/2, j,k−Hxi−1/2, j,k
∆x
−
Hyi, j+1/2,k−Hyi, j−1/2,k
∆y
−
Hηi, j,k+1/2−Hηi, j,k−1/2
∆η
+J[qi jk] (59)
≡ C[q] , (60)
where the i jk indices on q are the integer labels for the x, y, and ηs coordinates
of the grid point, and ∆x, ∆y and ∆η are the numerical resolution in the x, y, and
ηs coordinates. The numerical fluxes are given by
Hxi±1/2, j,k ≡
Fx[q+i±1/2, j,k]+F
x[q−i±1/2, j,k]
2
−axi±1/2, j,k
q+i±1/2, j,k−q−i±1/2, j,k
2
,
(61)
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and similarly in the y and ηs directions. The KT algorithm makes use of the local
propagation speed at each cell interface, defined as
axi±1/2, j,k ≡max
{
ρ
(
∂Fx
∂q
[q+i±1/2, j,k]
)
, ρ
(
∂Fx
∂q
[q−i±1/2, j,k]
)}
, (62)
where ρ(A) ≡ maxi(|λi(A)|) is the spectral radius and λi(A) are the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix A ≡ ∂F/∂q. For our situation with Fi = viq, the local
propagation speeds become quite simple: ai ≡ |vi| = |ui/uτ |. Additionally, the
superscripts + or − stand for the reconstructed values of q at the left and right
sides of the corresponding numerical cells i+1/2 and i−1/2, respectively. These
intermediate values are given by
q+i+1/2, j,k ≡ qi+1, j,k−
∆x
2
(qx)i+1, j,k , (63)
q−i+1/2, j,k ≡ qi, j,k +
∆x
2
(qx)i, j,k , (64)
q+i−1/2, j,k ≡ qi, j,k−
∆x
2
(qx)i, j,k , (65)
q−i−1/2, j,k ≡ qi−1, j,k +
∆x
2
(qx)i−1, j,k , (66)
where the approximate spatial derivatives (qx)i jk satisfy the so-called total vari-
ation diminishing (TVD) property [27], thereby achieving flux limitation. An
appropriate flux limiter function does not introduce spurious oscillations and in-
terpolates between low and high resolution schemes when there are sharp (or zero)
gradients and smooth solutions, respectively. The use of the generalized minmod
limiter for the numerical derivatives,
(qx)i, j,k ≡ minmod
(
θ
qi, j,k−qi−1, j,k
∆x
,
qi+1, j,k−qi−1, j,k
2∆x
, θ
qi+1, j,k−qi, j,k
∆x
)
,
(67)
guarantees the TVD non-oscillatory property in the sense of satisfying a local
scalar maximum principle (see Thm. 1 in Ref. [28]). The parameter θ ∈ [1,2];
θ = 1 corresponds to the most dissipative limiter while θ = 2 the least dissipative
limiter. The multivariate minmod function is defined as
minmod(x,y,z)≡ minmod(x,minmod(y,z)) , (68)
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where minmod(x,y) ≡ [sgn(x)+ sgn(y)] · min(|x|, |y|)/2 and sgn(x) ≡ |x|/x.
The numerical flux functions Hy and Hη with their corresponding local propaga-
tion speeds, intermediate values, and numerical derivatives can be defined accord-
ingly, by permuting the triad (i, j,k) and the spatial resolutions. Finally, we note
that it was shown in Ref. [29] how to deal with time-dependent nonlinear source
terms in the KT scheme.
The importance of the semi-discrete formulation (59) is that we can use the
method of lines, resulting in a system of ordinary differential equations to solve. In
the fully discrete formulation of the KT (or NT) algorithm one is constrained to
multi-level time differencing. Instead, we couple the spatial discretization of the
KT scheme with an efficient Runge-Kutta ODE solver for their time integration.
We prefer to use a high-order explicit Runge-Kutta algorithm built up from convex
combinations of the forward Euler step, E[w] ≡ w+∆τC[w], where C[w] is the
spatial recipe of the KT scheme as defined in Eq. (60). A one-parameter family of
RK schemes is defined by [30, 31]:
q(1) = E[qn] , (69)
q(`+1) = β`qn+(1−β`)E[q(`)] , `= 1, . . . ,s−1 , (70)
qn+1 ≡ q(s) . (71)
Here, qni jk is an approximate value of q(τ = τ
n,x = xi,y = y j,ηs = ηk) at the
four-dimensional grid point (τn ≡ n∆τ, xi ≡ i∆x, y j ≡ j∆y, ηk ≡ k∆η). For the
two-step modified Euler algorithm used in our code (s = 2), the only coefficient
needed is β1 = 1/2.
The final piece of the algorithm is that the local propagation speeds in Eq. (62)
and the source terms J depend on the primary variables E and uµ calculated via
Eqs. (52)-(54). When calculating the numerical fluxes, the primary variables must
be calculated from the intermediate values q±±1/2 so that a
x
i±1/2, j,k = |vx| etc. can
be determined. To deal with the source terms, the primary variables must be cal-
culated before every step listed in Eqs. (69)-(71). Whenever the source terms
depend on spatial derivatives of the conserved or primary variables, they are cal-
culated using second-order central differences,3 ∂xAi = (Ai+1−Ai−1)/(2∆x). The
time derivatives in the source terms are calculated using first-order forward differ-
ences, ∂τAni = (A
n
i −An−1i )/∆τ .
3See Sec. 4.1 for how we treat the boundary conditions.
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3.2. Regularization of the dissipative currents
In practice, to solve Eq. (52) we write
f (E )≡ E −E + M
2
E +P(E )
, (72)
and solve for the roots f (E ) = 0. The root solving algorithm (for which we use
the Newton-Raphson method) will not be able to find a solution if piµν becomes
too large compared to the local equilibrium energy-momentum tensor T µν0 ≡
E uµuν−P0∆µµ . This can happen at early times and in the cold/dilute regions of
plasma. To ensure that piµν remains smaller than T µν0 we regulate it by [32]
piµν → tanhρ
ρ
piµν , (73)
where
ρ ≡max
[ √
ΠµνΠµν
ρmax
√
E 2+3P2
,
gµνpiµν
ξ0ρmax
√
ΠµνΠµν
,
piλµuµ
ξ0ρmax
√
ΠµνΠµν
]
, ∀ λ .
(74)
Above, we used the shorthand notation Πµν ≡ Π∆µν + piµν . We adopted the
values ξ0 ≡ 0.1 and ρmax ≡ 1 used in Ref. [32] in order to make sure that the root
finding algorithm was able to converge on a solution.
4. GPU implementation: GPU-VH
The KT algorithm described above is readily adaptable for parallelism. It is a
single-instruction, multiple data (SIMD) algorithm which makes its implementa-
tion onto GPUs straightforward. The most easily parellizable problems are those
where every grid point decouples from all others, so-called “embarrassingly par-
allel problems”. The KT algorithm is classified as a distributed parallel problem
because it needs communication between various processes and communication
of intermediate results. However, because this grid point coupling is local rather
than long range, there is not a significant communication bottleneck between dif-
ferent parallel processes. We will now describe how we implement this problem
on a single GPU. We call this code GPU-VH.
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Figure 3: Depiction of our computational lattice used in GPU-VH. The blue region indicats the
physical volume of the simulation. The red cells are ghost cells that are added to allow the in-
formation in the cells on the edge of the blue region to be evolved in time with the same set of
instructions (using the fluxes at the boundary) as for interior cells. The left plot shows the three-
dimensional lattice (with the ghost cells in the front plane removed for visualization purposes)
while the right plot shows a two-dimensional slice of the 3D data. White cells are never accessed
by the algorithm.
4.1. Lattice
In our program, the numbers of physical grid points in our 3D lattice are Nx,
Ny, and Nη . The grid point triad (i, j,k) runs over i= 2, . . . ,Nx+1; j = 2, . . . ,Ny+
1; and k = 2, . . . ,Nη + 1. The fluxes calculated using the KT algorithm couple
each grid point to its nearest and next-to-nearest neighbors. In particular, the flux
in the x-direction at a given grid point (i, j,k) requires knowledge of the conserved
variables at (i±2, j,k) and (i±1, j,k). To close the discrete system at i = 2 and
i = Nx+1, we impose boundary conditions
q0, j,k ≡ q1, j,k ≡ q2, j,k , (75)
qNx+3, j,k ≡ qNx+2, j,k ≡ qNx+1, j,k , (76)
These boundary conditions could easily be implemented by branching using if-
else statements; this leads, however, to branch divergences which are known to
be slow on GPUs. This can be avoided by introducing the red ghost cells shown
in Fig. 3 and initializing these according to Eqs. (75) and (76); these equations
implement content in the red cells in Fig. 3 that is identical to the content of the
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outermost cell layers of the blue region. The algorithm for advancing the cell
content within the physical blue region is then identical for all blue cells. The
algorithm evolves all blue cells in a cube of size Nx×Ny×Nη , using information
on the larger cube of size (Nx + 2)× (Ny + 2)× (Nη + 2) whose outer four (red)
layers are not evolved but initialized at each time step according to Eqs. (75) and
(76). The white cells in Fig. 3 indicate grid points in the three-dimensional cube
that are never accessed by the algorithm. When calculating the spatial derivatives
of the conserved/primary variables in the source terms, all grid points are treated
formally the same. That is, instead of dealing with the left and right boundaries of
the blue region with forward and backward difference equations, ∂xAi = (Ai+1−
Ai)/∆x and ∂xAi = (Ai−1−Ai−2)/∆x, we eliminate branching by using the second-
order center differences for all grid points. We point out that this is the most
efficient implementation for parallelism in finite volume schemes; namely, each
thread (or process) computes the same set of instructions on a different grid point
element and only writes to that element.
4.2. Memory arrangement
On GPUs the memory layout is a crucial aspect to consider for optimal perfor-
mance. First off, we need storage for the conserved and primary variables at the
current and updated time step, as well as for intermediate results. Minimally, this
requires the conserved variables at the current and updated time steps n and n+1
to be stored in vectors qn and qn+1, denoted in our algorithm as q and Q. The inter-
mediate variables for the time integration Eqs. (69)-(71) are stored in q∗, denoted
as qS in the code. For the primary variables energy density and pressure, we only
need e and p, but for the fluid velocity we need (uµ)n, (uµ)n+1, and (uµ)∗, de-
noted as u, up, uS, due to the time derivatives of uµ appearing in the source terms
in Eq. (40). All of these variables are written to global memory. q and u, etc., are
implemented as a structure of arrays where their fields are the components of q
in Eq. (58) and of uµ in Eq. (28), respectively. This seems counterintuitive, since
on a CPU one normally uses an array of structures, where each grid point would
be associated with a scalar field corresponding to the components of q and uµ .
On GPUs the former is actually the more optimal data structure, while the latter
is preferred on CPUs [33]. Intermediate variables from the KT algorithm such as
the fluxes are stored locally for each thread, to avoid the extra cost of read/write
accesses from global memory caused by the slower memory bandwidth.
In GPU-VH, three-dimensional data are stored linearly in one-dimensional
arrays packed in column-major order, where z is the slowest varying direction.
This allows us to access array elements that are contiguous in memory, since in
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CUDA multidimensional threads are implemented with the third dimension (i.e.
z-direction) being the slowest varying. The maximum number of threads that can
be launched in the x, y, and z directions are 1024, 1024, and 64, respectively. Obvi-
ously, these are just labels; one could also have our data in the x direction indexed
by the z direction in CUDA threads. However, taking z ≡ ηs as the slowest vary-
ing dimension is most natural for heavy ion collisions because at high energies
the evolution is approximately boost-invariant near midrapidity (ηs = 0), and this
choice allows for an almost trivial reduction of the code to 2+1-dimensional evo-
lution with longitudinal boost-invariant if desired. We also expect to use a smaller
number of grid points in the rapidity direction than the transverse directions and
thus would want to launch more threads in x and y.
Let N≡(Nx+4)*(Ny+4)*(Nz+4) be the total number of grid cells and bytes
denoting the number of bytes in computer memory of the floating-point format
that the data type uses (4 or 8 for single and double-precision floating point for-
mats, respectively). The total number of bytes of memory needed to store a vari-
able at all grid points is the total number of grid cells times the number of bytes
of the precision format, i.e. varBytes=N*bytes. For the conserved variables,
we need storage arrays for all 15 conserved currents and four arrays to store the
components of the fluid velocity, denoted by qBytes and uBytes, respectively.
The total amount of global memory usage by our program (through the storage of
q, qS, Q, up, uS, u, e, and p) is then 3*qBytes+3*uBytes+2*varBytes.
This amounts to ∼ 4 GB of global memory for the largest number of grid points
Nx=Ny=Nz=256 considered for the simulations we conducted in this paper. For
lower end graphics cards, designed for mobile/laptop architecture’s, this becomes
problematic because their memory sizes are usually less than 4 GB. However, we
only used this grid spacing for performance testing purposes, and in practice we
do not expect to have to resolve structures at such fine resolutions; all other grid
sizes used herein took up less than 3 GB of global memory usage. We point out
that if the amount of global memory used by GPU-VH becomes too large to fit
on an individual card, it can be reduced by simply propagating only the indepen-
dent components of piµν (five) and uµ (three), with the remaining components
determined algebraically.
4.3. Program flow
The program flow of GPU-VH is sketched in Fig. 4. Below we enumerate the
steps:
1. The system is initialized, and various configuration files are read in for fu-
ture use.
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Start
System Configuration (C/CUDA)
(Allocate host and device memory)
Fluid dynamics initialization
(Generate or read in initial conditions)
Calculate conserved quantities and copy to GPU.
(Set up boundary conditions/ghost cells)
Evolve the system one full time step:
τ=τ0+n·∆τ
T < Tf or τ > τ f
Copy variables back to CPU
host memory and output to disk
nmodm = 0 End program
no yes
yes
no
Figure 4: The program flow chart for GPU-VH.
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2. Allocate the necessary memory on the host and device (CUDA global mem-
ory).
3. Setup the initial conditions for the inferred/primary variables (E , uµ ) and
dissipative currents (if any) of the specific fluid dynamic test/problem. (We
note that we explicitly propagate all four components of uµ , namely uτ ;
ux; uy; and uη , rather than forcing the normalization condition to determine
uτ . Making sure that |u ·u−1|< ε is used as another runtime check of the
code.)
4. The conserved currents are then calculated from the inferred variables: q0
at all physical grid points. The boundary conditions are enforced by adding
ghost cells.
5. The initial conditions of the conserved and primary variables are then copied
to device memory.
6. On the GPU, the fluid dynamic system of ordinary differential equations is
evolved one full time step.
7. τ = τ0+n∆τ
8. If the temperature T is less than the freeze-out temperature Tf everywhere
in the simulation volume or τ reaches the final time τ f (i.e. n has reached
the externally specified maximal number of proper time points), exit the
program else check if the results should be outputted (see next step).
9. If n mod m (where m is an integer that sets after how many time steps ∆τ
we output the variables), then copy back the inferred/conserved variables
back to CPU host memory and write to file else go to step (6) and repeat
the procedure.
In Fig. 4 we denote as usual all processing steps with a rectangular box and de-
cision branches with a diamond. Additionally, we color coded the rectangles to
distinguish between processing being done on the CPU (blue) and GPU (red). The
decision trees (yellow diamonds) are always performed on the CPU. Step (6) (the
red box in Fig. 4) is the main workhorse for GPU-VH, and we will now describe
it in more detail.
The current time is given by τn = τ0 + n∆τ . To evolve the system one full
time step to time τn+1, the needed Euler steps Eqs. (69)-(71) can be written as
qn+1 ≡ (qn + q∗∗)/2, where q∗∗ ≡ E[q∗] and q∗ ≡ E[qn]. Rather than allocate
additional memory to store the values of q∗∗, we set first qn+1 ≡ E[q∗], and then
overwrite it by qn+1 ≡ (qn + qn+1)/2. In device memory we have stored the
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current values of qn, E n, Pn0 , and (u
µ)n in q, e, p and u. In addition we also
will need the fluid velocity at the previous time (uµ)n−1 (stored in up) in order
to compute time derivatives in the source terms using the backwards Euler step.4
Intermediate results q∗, q∗∗, (uµ)∗, and (uµ)∗∗ are stored in qS, Q, uS and u,
respectively. The updated values qn+1 and (uµ)n+1 are then stored in Q and u. All
current, intermediate, and updated results for the energy density and pressure, e.g.
E n, E ∗, E n+1, are all stored in e and p. This reduces the total global memory
usage of the program. We remark that all needed memory is already allocated in
step (2) of Fig. 4. Our time integration contains the following steps:
1. Compute the forward Euler step to estimate the slope of the variables at the
current time step τn:
q∗ ≡ E[qn;E n,Pn0 ,(uµ)n,(uµ)n−1] .
Here, the variables at the current time step n are q, e, p, u and the fluid
velocity at the previous time step n− 1 is up. The Euler step gives the
predicted value qS.
2. Set the intermediate values of E ∗,P∗0 , and (u
µ)∗. E ∗ is obtained by solving
Eq. (52) from q∗, and then the equation of state givesP∗0 . Eq. (53) and (54)
determines the fluid velocity at the current time step (uµ)∗. In our code, this
process gives e, p and uS.
3. The dissipative currents in q∗ are regulated according to Eq. (73). The reg-
ularization parameter ρ defined in Eq. (74) is computed from q∗, E ∗, P∗0 ,
and (uµ)∗.
4. The boundary conditions are then imposed by setting the ghost cells to the
faces of the 3D cube of physical data. This procedure is done for q∗, E ∗,
P∗0 , and (u
µ)∗.
5. Compute the forward Euler step to estimate the corrected slope at time τn+
∆τ:
q∗∗ ≡ E[q∗;E ∗,P∗0 ,(uµ)∗,(uµ)n] .
For our numerical purposes, Q is the corrected value obtained from the Euler
step of qS, e, p, uS, and u.
4To start the process, we initialize the system by setting (uµ)−1 = (uµ)0.
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6. The two stage RK scheme is concluded by the convex combination of the
predicted and corrected forward Euler steps:
qn+1 ≡ 1
2
(qn+q∗∗) .
That is, Q is averaged over itself and q which contains the conserved vari-
ables at time step n.
7. The fluid velocities up and u are swapped. Now up contains the values
of uµ at time step n. This is needed for this whole process to continue to
be iterated. We need to always know the value of the fluid velocity at the
previous time step.
8. The inferred variables E n+1,Pn+10 , and (u
µ)n+1 are determined from qn+1
by Eqs. (52)-(54). The system has now been evolved one full time step and
the updated values qn+1, E n+1, Pn+10 and (u
µ)n+1 are all stored in Q, e,
p, and u. Then the dissipative current in Q are regulated, followed by setting
the ghost cells of Q, e, p, and u.
9. Swap the values of q and Q to prepare for the next iteration.
This one step time integration sub-program flow of GPU-VH is shown in Fig. 5
where each separate process is implemented with its own CUDA kernel indicated
by red. (The repeated processes such as the predicted and corrected Euler steps are
the same implementation.) The Euler step in the flow chart is implemented as four
separate kernels; one calculates all of the source terms (other than the gradients
of the dissipative currents) as described in Algorithm 1 below, followed by three
kernels that calculate the Euler steps in the x, y, and ηs directions, respectively,
shown in Algorithm 2. These kernels calculate the corresponding derivatives of
the dissipative currents as well the fluxes of the primary variables, implemented
in Algorithm 3. Algorithm 2 shows the Euler step kernel in the x-direction; the
implementation for y and ηs fluxes is formally the same, and we do not show
them here. Although this involves more read/writes from global memory it is
actually more optimal than using fused kernels because it significantly reduces
the register usage which limits the number of resources that can be launched for a
given kernel.
5. Numerical tests
In order to validate our code, we will perform various numerical tests where
(for most cases) analytic and semi-analytic solutions exist. In order to test the
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Predicted step: Estimate the slope of the variables at the current time step τn
qn, E n, Pn0 , (u
µ)n, (uµ)n−1→ q, e, p, u, up Euler step
Get e, p, and uS are from qS computed as
q∗≡E[qn;E n,Pn0 ,(uµ)n,(uµ)n−1] Set inferred variables
piµν → tanhρρ piµν Regulate dissipative currents
Apply Eqs. (75) and (76) to qS, e, p, uS Set ghost cells
Corrected step: Estimate the corrected slope at time τn + ∆τ
store q∗∗≡E[q∗;E ∗,P∗0 ,(uµ)∗,(uµ)n] in Q,
with E ∗,P∗0 , (u
µ)∗, (uµ)n given by e, p, uS, u Euler step
Average predicted and corrected
slopes for the conserved variables in
Eq. (71) implemented via Q = (q+Q)/2
Convex combination
of forward Euler steps
Swap fluid velocities up and
u, then set e, p, u from Q Set inferred variables
piµν → tanhρρ piµν Regulate dissipative currents
Apply Eqs. (75) and (76) to Q, e, p, u Set ghost cells
Result: Swap the values of the current and updated conserved variables q and Q
Figure 5: Program flow chart for the two-step Runge-Kutta algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Euler step for the source terms
Input: currentVars - struct of conserved variables at the current time step
e - energy density values at the current time step
p - pressure at the current time step
u - struct of fluid velocity components at the current time step
up - struct of fluid velocity components at the previous time step
Output: updatedVars - struct of updated conserved variables at the time step
1: function eulerStepKernelSource(currentVars, updatedVars, e, p, u, up)
2: i,j,k← unique 3D indices from the CUDA thread adjusted for the number of
ghost cells in the negative direction (here, N_GHOST_CELLS_M=2)
3: s=i+Nx*(j+Ny*k)← linear index to access column packed data
4: static local memory allocation for the storage of intermediate results: Q, S have N
array elements
5: for each conserved quantity n in currentVars do
6: Q← store the data in currentVars at s
7: loadSourceTerms2(Q, S, u, up, e, p, s)← load source terms into S
8: for n in N do
9: Q(n)+=dt*S(n)
10: for each conserved quantity n in currentVars do
11: updatedVars->conserved_quantity_n=Q(n) ← set the updated vari-
ables to the source terms
fluid dynamic part of the code we will compare to Riemann problem for the Euler
equations. Then we proceed to test the effects of the expansion geometry, dis-
sipation, and the microscopic QCD parametrization of the EoS and specific bulk
viscosity. All tests described in this section can be repeated by the user by set-
ting corresponding parameters in the input/configuration files and preprocessor
macros. The corresponding input files are included in the code package.
5.1. Relativistic Sod shock tube
The first test we perform is the standard comparison to relativistic Riemann
problems – the one-dimensional shock tube test which admits an analytical so-
lution. (The semi-analytic solution to the relativistic Riemann problem is given
in Ref. [34].) Here, two ideal fluids in thermal equilibrium at constant pressures
PL >PR are placed in a box separated by a physical membrane at x= 0. At time
t = 0 the membrane is suddenly removed creating a surface of discontinuity. A
shock wave emerges propagating into the region of lower pressure (to the right),
and rarefaction wave moves to the left (into the higher pressure region). The shock
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Algorithm 2 Euler step for spatial gradients in the x direction
Input: currentVars - struct of conserved variables at the current time step
e - energy density values at the current time step
u - struct of fluid velocity components at the current time step
Output: updatedVars - struct of updated conserved variables at the time step
1: function eulerStepKernelX(currentVars, updatedVars, e, u)
2: i,j,k← unique 3D indices from the CUDA thread adjusted for the number of
ghost cells in the negative direction (here, N_GHOST_CELLS_M=2)
3: s=i+Nx*(j+Ny*k)← linear index to access column packed data
4: static local memory allocation for the storage of intermediate results: I has 5*N
array elements and Q, H have N array elements
5: for each conserved quantity n in currentVars do
6: I← store the 5-point stencil data at s and its neighbors i±1,i±2 for all
current conserved variables in currentVars->conserved_quantity_n
7: flux(I,H)← calculates flux in the x-direction at the cell interface i+1/2
8: for n in N do
9: Q(n)=-H(n)
10: flux(I,H)← calculates flux in the x-direction at the cell interface i-1/2
11: for n in N do
12: Q(n)+=H(n)
13: Q(n)/=dx
14: loadSourceTermsX(I, H, u, s)← load source terms with x derivatives in to
H
15: for n in Nconsv do
16: Q(n)+=H(n)
17: Q(n)*=dt
18: for n = 0:N do
19: Q(n)*=dt
20: for each conserved quantity n in currentVars do
21: updatedVars->conserved_quantity_n+=Q(n)← add intermediate result
to the updated variables
plateau is the region between the two and moves at a constant velocity. It should
be pointed out that the fluid on both sides is initially at rest and the resulting mo-
tion of the fluid is entirely due to the discontinuities in the initial conditions. The
initial state on the left (x ≤ 0) and right (x > 0) sides of the membrane are taken
to be E0 = 0.0246GeV/fm
3 and E0 = 0.0015GeV/fm
3, respectively. (In this test
we use the conformal equation of state E = 3P0.) This problem provides a good
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Algorithm 3 Calculate numerical flux function in Eq. (61)
Input: data - linear storage of the 5-point stencil (in the r = x, y or η-direction) for each
conserved variable
*rightHalfCellExtrapolation - function pointer to Eq. (63 or (65)
*leftHalfCellExtrapolation - function pointer to Eq. (64 or (66)
*fluxFunction - function pointer to the flux function Fr
*spectralRadius - function pointer to the spectral radius ρr ≡ |vr|
Output: result - stores the result of the numerical flux function
1: function flux(data, result)
2: for n = 0:N do
3: Extract the values of the grid point and neighbor cells of the n-th conserved
variable:
4: qmm = data(5·n)
5: qm = data(5·n+1)
6: q = data(5·n+2)
7: qp = data(5·n+3)
8: qpp = data(5·n+4)
9: Right and left half cell extrapolation
10: qR(n) = rightHalfCellExtrapolation(qmm, qm, q, qp, qpp)
11: qL(n) = leftHalfCellExtrapolation(qmm, qm, q, qp, qpp)
12: utR,uxR,uyR,unR← the right extrapolated values of the primary variables ob-
tained from qR
13: utL,uxL,uyL,unL ← the left extrapolated values of the primary variables ob-
tained from qL
14: a← local propagation speed
15: for n = 0:N do
16: FqR← flux function from right half extrapolated values
17: FqL← flux function from left half extrapolated values
18: result(n) = (FqR+FqL-a*(qR(n)-qL(n)))/2
test of a numerical schemes ability to capture shocks and contact discontinuities
(e.g. see Ref. [35]). The comparison between the numerical results obtained from
our GPU-VH code run in its ideal fluid dynamic mode using Cartesian coordi-
nates (i.e. setting the geometrical source terms to zero) and the analytic solution
is shown in Fig. 6. We use this test to make sure that the code converges to the
analytical result in the infinite spatial resolution limit (∆x→ 0). Fig. 7 shows
the dependence of varying the value for the flux limiter θ parameter for a fixed
∆x= 0.1fm. Based on this, we choose θ = 1 as the default. We have checked that
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Figure 6: Relativistic Sod shock tube test where the flux limiter parameter θ = 1 is fixed and the
spatial resolution ∆x = {0.1,0.05,0.025} fm is varied. The left panel shows the energy density
and the right panel shows the x component of the fluid velocity.
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6, but now ∆x = 0.1 fm is fixed and the flux limiter parameter θ =
{1,1.5,1.8,2} is varied.
placing the initial discontinuity along the other two spatial axes does not change
the results presented here for the x-direction.
5.2. (2+1)-dimensional shock tube
By placing the initial discontinuity along the main diagonal of the transverse
computational grid (i.e. along y = x plane), we can test the accuracy of the spatial
gradients and fluid velocity components in the x and y directions simultaneously.
The result of this test is shown in Fig. 8. The initial energy densities on both sides
of the membrane as well as the EoS were chosen the same as in Sec. 5.1 before.
The top row shows colormaps of the two-dimensional energy density and fluid
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Figure 8: Relativistic Sod shock tube test with the discontinuity in the initial condition placed
along y = x. The top panels shows the energy density (left) and velocity v ≡
√
v2x + v2y in the
transverse plane. The bottom panels show the same results, with the axis rotated by pi/4, in order
to make comparisons to the analytical one-dimensional result (i.e. the initial discontinuity placed
along x = 0).
velocity v ≡
√
v2x + v2y in the transverse plane. In order to make comparison to
the one-dimensional analytic solution discussed in Sec. 5.1 we rotate the solution
by an angle pi/4 by applying the rotation matrix R(θ) on the grid points (x,y),
i.e. (x′,y′)T = R(pi/4)(x,y)T. We then plot the result of this transformation in the
bottom row of Fig. 8 at y′ = 0 as a function of x′, dropping the prime.
5.3. Cylindrical explosion
The next test we perform is a cylindrical blast wave from a small initial pres-
sure (or energy density) perturbation inside a homogenous medium. For this test
problem the initial energy density in a 102 fm2 box is set to E0 = 0.0015 GeV/fm3.
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Figure 9: Energy density (normalized by the initial energy density inside the cylindrical membrane
E0,ctr, left panels) and the radial velocity vr (right panels) in the transverse plane at times 1, 2, and
3 fm/c (top, middle, and bottom rows, respectively).
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Figure 10: Comparison of the energy density (scaled by its initial value E0) between the semi-
analytical solution (black line) and the numerical result from GPU-VH (red dashed line) for
Bjorken flow. The initial conditions in this figure are T0 = 0.6GeV, τ0 = 0.25 fm, pi
µν
0 = pi
µν
NS ,
and the specific shear viscosity is η/s = 0.2.
A fluid of much higher pressure (E0 = 0.0246 GeV/fm3) is placed inside a cylin-
drical membrane of radius R = 1 fm defined by r ≡
√
x2+ y2 ≤ R. We again use
the equation of state E = 3P0. When the membrane is suddenly removed at t = 0,
a shock wave should propagate radially outwards and a rarefaction wave inwards.
In Fig. 9 we plot the energy density (normalized by the initial energy density in-
side the cylindrical membrane E0,ctr) and the radial velocity vr ≡ xr vx+ yr vy in the
transverse plane at the times t = 1, 2, and 3 fm/c (top, middle, and bottom rows,
respectively). The first row is at a snapshot in time (t = 1 fm/c) where the rar-
efaction wave has reached a radius 0 < r < R resulting in a homogenous cylinder
of radius r with the original energy density of the cylinder (corresponding to 1 in
Fig. 9), surrounded by by lower-density matter expanding with a velocity vr. In
the second row and third rows the rarefaction wave has reached the center and re-
flected off of the origin resulting in an additional shock front propagating radially
outwards. This test demonstrates the ability of the code to preserve cylindrical
symmetry while using a Cartesian coordinate system.
5.4. Conformal Bjorken flow
Having checked the fluid dynamic part of our code against various Riemann
problems in Cartesian coordinates, we will now test the code in Milne coordi-
nates. The first test we consider is a conformal system (P0 = E /3) undergoing
Bjorken flow – longitudinally boost-invariant and transversely homogenous ex-
pansion. The resulting equations of motion are a well known set of coupled or-
dinary differential equations for E0 and pi ≡−τ2piηη that can easily be solved by
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Figure 11: Same initial conditions as Fig. 10, but with an equation of state defined via Eq. (19 and
a nonvanishing bulk viscous pressure (initialized to zero, Π0 = 0).
high accuracy ODE solvers:
E˙ = −E +P0−pi
τ
, (77)
τpi p˙i+pi =
4
3
η
τ
−
(
1
3
τpipi +δpipi
)
pi
τ
, (78)
where f˙ ≡ d fdτ . Fig. 10 compares the semi-analytical solution (black line) to the
numerical solution obtained with the GPU-VH code (red dashed line) as a function
of proper time. The system was initialized at τ0 = 0.25fm with a constant temper-
ature T0 = 0.6GeV. At this time the system is assumed to be highly anisotropic
in momentum-space; we implement this by setting the initial shear stress tensor
to its Navier-Stokes value, piµν0 = pi
µν
NS , considering a value of η/s = 0.2 for the
specific shear viscosity. The left panel in Fig. 10 shows the normalized energy
density and shear stress tensor and the right panel shows the pressure anisotropy
PL/P⊥ = P0−piP0+pi/2 . The overall agreement between the semi-analytical solution
and the numerical simulation is excellent.
5.5. Nonconformal Bjorken flow
We will now test the evolution of the bulk viscous pressure Π in Bjorken flow.
This is done by replacing the conformal EoS P0 = E /3 by the nonconformal
equation of state for QCD matter (see Eqs. (19) and (20)) and self-consistently
allowing Π to propagate as an additional degree of freedom. In this case the 0+1d
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Figure 12: Comparison between Gubser’s ideal analytical solution (black line) and the numerical
result from GPU-VH run in its ideal fluid dynamics mode (red dashed line) plotted at three dif-
ferent point in proper time τ = {1.5, 2, 3} fm. Panel (a) shows the energy density, and panel (b)
the x component of the fluid velocity in the transverse plane at y = 0. The initial conditions in this
figure are τ0 = 1 fm, T0 = 1.2fm−1.
fluid dynamic equations are
E˙ = −E +P0+Π−pi
τ
, (79)
τΠΠ˙+Π = −ζτ −δΠΠ
Π
τ
+λΠpi
pi
τ
, (80)
τpi p˙i+pi =
4
3
η
τ
−
(
1
3
τpipi +δpipi
)
pi
τ
+
2
3
λpiΠ
Π
τ
, (81)
where the transport coefficients are defined in Eqs. (10)-(16) and pi ≡ −τ2piηη .5
The result of this test is shown in Fig. 11. The same initial conditions as in Sec. 5.4
are used along with Π0 = 0. Fig. 11 compares the numerical simulation with the
semi-analytic solution obtained by solving the set (79)-(81). The left panel shows
the normalized energy density (blue solid line) and shear stress tensor (red solid
line) as a function of proper time compared to their semi-analytic solution (light
banded lines). The right panel shows the numerical evolution of Π; its qualitative
behavior is largely determined by the parametrization used for the bulk viscosity
ζ/s (given by Eq. 17). Π initially starts at zero and then becomes positive even
5The conformal fluid dynamic equations for Bjorken flow used above can be obtained by set-
ting the trace anomaly term to zero in the equation of state. The approximation made in the
transport coefficients does not, however, reduce Eq. (80) to the trivial equation 0 = 0 as it should.
Instead we must explicitly define a vanishing bulk viscous pressure, Π≡ 0.
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though bulk viscous pressure in expanding systems is normally negative. This is
due to the bulk-shear coupling term [36], λΠpipi/τ , in Eq. (80) which dominates
the dynamical evolution of Π at all times when the system is not near Tc where
ζ/s peaks.
5.6. Analytic solution to ideal fluid dynamics under Gubser symmetry
In order to test the transverse dynamics of our code, we will compare against
(1+1)-dimensional solutions of relativistic fluid dynamics subject to Gubser flow
which includes both longitudinal and transverse radial expansion [37, 38]. For
ideal fluid dynamics, the analytical solution is:
T (τ,r) =
Tˆ0(2qτ)2/3
τ [1+2q2(τ2+ r2)+q4(τ2− r2)2]1/3
, (82)
ux =
x
r
sinhκ(τ,r) , (83)
uy =
y
r
sinhκ(τ,r) , (84)
κ(τ,r) = tanh−1
2q2τr
1+q2τ2+q2r2
, (85)
where q is an arbitrary inverse length scale which we set to q= 1fm−1, and uη ≡ 0.
We start the hydrodynamical evolution at τ0 = 1fm with an initial temperature
Tˆ0 = 1.2fm−1. Fig. 12 shows excellent agreement of GPU-VH (in its ideal fluid
dynamic mode) with the analytic solution at various values of proper time.
5.7. Semi-analytic solution to dissipative fluid dynamics under Gubser symmetry
Marrochio et al. [39] derived solutions to the relativistic Israel-Stewart equa-
tions subject to Gubser flow. We refer the reader to Eqs. (11) and (12) in Ref. [39]
for this semi-analytical solution. In order to make comparisons we must set the
transport coefficient τpipi ≡ 0. We take the same initial conditions as Ref. [39]:
τ0 = 1 fm, T0 = 1.2 fm−1, pi
µν
0 = 0 and η/s = 0.2. In Fig. 13 we show the
energy density, x-component of the fluid velocity, and the shear stress tensor for
three different times τ = 1.5, 2, and 3 fm/c. Once again, the agreement between
the semi-analytical solution and the numerical simulation is excellent. The re-
sults shown here are obtained with a much less dissipative flux limiter parameter
θ = 1.8. (This value of the flux limiter gives the “best” agreement with the semi-
analytic solution; the same value was also used in Ref. [39].)
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Figure 13: Comparision between the semi-analytical solution (thin solid line) and the numerical
result from GPU-VH (thicker dashed line) plotted at three different points in proper time τ =
{1.5, 2, 3} fm/c. Panel (a) shows the energy density, panel (b) the x component of fluid velocity,
and panel (c) the ηη component of the shear stress tensor in the transverse plane at y = 0. The
initial conditions in this figure are τ0 = 1 fm, T0 = 1.2 fm−1, and η/s = 0.2.
6. Visualization of a (3+1)-dimensionally expanding quark-gluon plasma
6.1. Initial conditions
For the results presented below we use Monte-Carlo Glauber (MC-Glauber)
initial conditions for the initial energy density profile in the transverse plane [40].
This is factored with a longitudinal initial profile following Ref. [41]:
EL(ηs)≡ e
− (|ηs|−ηflat)2
2σ2η
θ(|ηs|−ηflat)
. (86)
The full energy density profile is
E (τ0,x,y,ηs) = E0E⊥(x,y)EL(ηs) , (87)
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Figure 14: Visualization of the energy density (in units of GeV/fm3) at different proper times for
ideal fluid dynamics (left panels), with a finite shear viscosity η/s = 0.2 and zero bulk viscosity
(middle panels), and a finite bulk (see Eq. (17)) and shear viscosity (right panel). The system was
initialized at a proper time τ0 = 0.5 fm/c using a Monte-Carlo Glauber wounded nucleon profile
for the energy density. Π and piµν are initialized at their Navier-Stokes values.
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Figure 15: Proper time evolution along the x axis of the Knudsen numbers Kn ≡ τpiθ and Kn ≡
τΠθ . The white isothermal contours represents Tc = 200 MeV (inner contour) and the freezeout
surface at Tf = 155 MeV (outer contour).
where E⊥(x,y) is the MC-Glauber initial condition and E0 ≡ E (T0). We take
parameter values quoted in Ref. [41]: ηflat ≡ 5.9 and σ2η ≡ 0.16. The parameter
values in Ref. [41] were tuned to experimental data using a continuous optical
Glauber initial transverse energy density profile and ideal fluid dynamics. For
dissipative simulations, these parameters should be re-tuned to data; however,
since we are not interested here in making connection to experiment, these values
should suffice.
6.2. Results
In Fig. 14 we show the evolution of the energy density in the transverse plane
at z = 0 at different points in proper time for ideal fluid dynamics (left column)
and viscous fluid dynamics with only shear effects (middle column) and with shear
and bulk effects (right column). We used the nonconformal QCD EoS defined in
Sec. 2.3, the parameterization of ζ/s in Eq. (17), η/s = 0.2, an initial tempera-
ture T0 = 0.6 GeV at τ0 = 0.5 fm/c, and Π and piµν initialized to their respective
Navier-Stokes values (where appropriate). Comparison of the left and middle col-
umn shows the smoothing effects that the shear viscosity has on the evolution of
the energy density. The effects of the bulk viscosity are negligible until late times
when the temperature approaches the critical temperature Tc where ζ/s peaks.
Its effects are seen as a ring of high energy density in the last panel of the right
column.
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Figure 16: Proper time evolution along the x axis of Eqs. (89) and (90).
7. Validity of the effective theory
As we already mentioned previously, the macroscopic effective description re-
lies on the two types of small expansion parameters, namely the Knudsen number
and inverse Reynolds number. The Knudsen number is defined as
Kn≡ `micro
Lmacro
, (88)
where the microscopic time scales in our problem are τpi and τΠ, and the macro-
scopic time scales are gradients of the macroscopic variables (i.e. the thermody-
namic variables that arise from the leading order interaction). In order to measure
the strength of the deviation from leading order, the inverse Reynolds numbers are
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Figure 17: Proper time evolution of the quantity tanhρ/ρ in the x-direction that controls the
strength of the regularization of the piµν . A value of 1 strongly dampens the physical viscous
effects while a value of 1 corresponds to no regularization at all.
defined as
R−1pi ≡
√
piµνpiµν
P0
, R−1Π ≡
|Π|
P0
. (89)
One of the assumptions we made to simplify Eq. (4) was to assume that Kn∼R−1i
rather than treating them as independent dynamical quantities. Then the terms
contained inJ andJ µν in Eq. (5) are O(Kn2). In order for this to be a reason-
able approximation they should be smaller than the O(Kn) Navier-Stokes terms
in Eq. (4). To measure this, we define the second-order inverse Reynolds numbers
(R(2)pi )−1 ≡
√
J µνJµν
2η
√
σµνσµν
, (R(2)Π )
−1 ≡ |J |
ζ |θ | . (90)
In order to examine how small the above quantities are during a high-energy
nuclear collision, we use the same initial conditions as Sec. 6.2. The proper time
evolution of Knθpi ≡ τpiθ (left panel) and KnθΠ ≡ τΠθ (right panel) are plotted
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in Fig. 15 along the x-direction. Additionally, two white isothermal contours at
Tc = 200 MeV (inner contour) and the freezeout surface at Tf = 155 MeV (outer
contour) are plotted. The Knudsen numbers defined with other gradients of the
macroscopic variables show the same overall behavior as Knθpi ≡ τpiθ so we do
not show them here. When Kn & 1, the microscopic and macroscopic scales are
of the same order and the viscous expansion will not converge. In these situations
the fluid dynamic approximation in the form discussed here breaks down and is
not the correct effective description.6 In Fig. 15 this happens only in the dilute
regions of the plasma |x|& 5fm, or on the Tc hypersurface for the Knudsen number
KnθΠ caused by the large value of τΠ. Fig. 16 shows the proper time evolution
of R−1pi and R
−1
Π (top panels) and (R
(2)
pi )
−1 and (R(2)Π )
−1 (bottom panels) along the
x-direction. There are large regions in the τ−x space, particularly near the center
of the plasma at |x|. 5fm, where the second order inverse Reynolds numbers are
not small. This casts doubts on the application of the 14-moment approximation
that we used to simplify the fluid dynamic equations of motion. Figure 17 shows
the grid points in the transverse plane where piµν has been regulated according
to Eq. 73. A value of 1 strongly dampens the physical viscous effects while a
value of 1 corresponds to no regularization at all. Here, only areas outside of the
freeze-out surface are strongly regulated.
8. Performance benchmarks
We now compare the speed up that can be seen from a single GPU over a sin-
gle core CPU for (3+1)-dimensional fluid dynamics. For the CPU we use a sep-
arate implementation of GPU-VH (written in CUDA C) in order to get a highly
optimized serial7 code using the C programming language. For the GPU imple-
mentation we ran GPU-VH on three different cards GTX 560M, Tesla K20M,
and GTX 980 Ti whose technical specifications can be found in Table 2. The
simulation is the same as in Sec. 6, for the case of non-zero shear viscosity and
a non-vanishing bulk viscous pressure. To measure the performance we use the
amount of computer time it takes to complete one full Runge-Kutta time step (de-
scribed in Fig. 5), averaged over 100 time steps, at different spatial resolutions.
Table 3 shows the speedup of GPU-VH run on the graphics card GeForce GTX
6It may still be possible to absorb some of the large terms into the leading-order dynamics and
thus improve the validity of the hydrodynamic approach by extending the framework to viscous
anisotropic hydrodynamics [42, 43]. This will be explored in future work.
7A serial implementation runs the code on a single CPU core.
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Clock speeds (MHz) Memory Configuration Processing power (GFLOPS)
Model Processor
Cores
Core Memory Size
(GB)
Bandwidth
(GB/s)
Single
precision
Double
precision
GeForce
GTX
560M
192 775 2500 3.076 60 595.2 N/A
GeForce
GTX 980
Ti
2816 1000 7012 6.144 336 5632 176
Tesla
K20M
2496 706 2600 5.120 208 3524 1175
Table 2: General information on the three graphics cards used herein. The information reported is
based on the official Nvidia specifications.
Number of grid points C/CPU CUDA/GPU Speedup
(ms/step) (ms/step)
128 × 128 × 32 7145.978 63.261 112.960
128 × 128 × 64 13937.896 123.527 112.833
128 × 128 × 128 30717.367 244.450 125.659
256 × 256 × 32 25934.547 236.593 109.617
256 × 256 × 64 57387.141 472.391 121.482
256 × 256 × 128 129239.959 939.340 137.586
256 × 256 × 256 268448.459 1865.142 143.929
Table 3: Performance results of the C/CPU and CUDA/GPU versions of our (3+1)-dimensional
fluid dynamic codes CPU-VH and GPU-VH by measuring the computer time it takes to complete
one full RK step (described in Fig. 5), averaged over 100 time steps, at different spatial resolutions.
The GPU-VH code is run on the graphics card GeForce GTX 980 Ti and the CPU-VH code is run
on the host machine with a 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-2697 v3.
980 Ti relative to the CPU-VH code run on the host machine with a 2.6 GHz In-
tel Xeon CPU E5-2697 v3. Table 4 compares GPU-VH against CPU-VH run on
the graphics card Nvidia Tesla K20M and a 1.8 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630L
v3, respectively. In both cases we see O(100) times speed up of GPU-VH over
CPU-VH. In Fig. 18 we plot the time to complete one full time integration step
for three different graphics cards GTX 560M, Tesla K20M, and GTX 980 Ti.
It is difficult to say anything about how the scaling of the performance de-
pends on the number of cores because memory bandwidth and amount of FLOPS
also affect how fast a calculation can run. We can conclude, however, that for our
purposes high end gaming cards would benefit us more (i.e. the GTX 980 Ti) than
cards geared towards high-accuracy mathematical calculations where double pre-
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Number of grid points C/CPU CUDA/GPU Speedup
(ms/step) (ms/step)
128 × 128 × 32 7690.069 96.923 79.342
128 × 128 × 64 16315.976 192.751 84.648
128 × 128 × 128 38428.056 384.255 100.007
256 × 256 × 32 30401.898 378.178 80.390
256 × 256 × 64 72240.973 744.168 97.076
256 × 256 × 128 144744.290 1485.703 97.423
256 × 256 × 256 322536.875 2970.727 108.572
Table 4: Same as Table 3, but for the graphics card Nvidia Tesla K20M compared with a 1.8 GHz
Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630L v3.
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Figure 18: Performance comparison of GPU-VH run on three different graphics cards [GTX 560M
(blue circles), Tesla K20M (red circles), and GTX 980 Ti (cyan circles)] by measuring the com-
puter time it takes to complete one full RK step (described in Fig. 5) averaged over 100 time steps
at different spatial resolutions. In the current version of our code, we were unable to get the data
point corresponding to the 256x256x256 grid size because it requires too much global memory for
the GTX 560M graphics card.
cision is needed (i.e. the Tesla K20M). The difference in single/double precision
FLOPS can be seen in Table 2. It should be mentioned that all results shown in
this paper were performed using single precision manipulations.
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9. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we presented in detail how to implement relativistic fluid dynam-
ics on GPUs using CUDA, and we validated the code GPU-VH against various
test cases. In addition, although not new, we documented the regions of validity
where we can expect the fluid dynamic approximation used in high-energy nuclear
collisions to hold. For such simulations, we demonstrated aO(100) times speedup
for GPU-VH against a highly optimized serial CPU implementation of our code.
For a 2563 grid size (which is much larger than one would typically take) our
code can simulate a single high-energy nuclear collision with 1000 time steps in
30min. This means that we could simulate 1000 random nuclear collisions on a
small Beowulf cluster of 4 GPUs in approximately four days. Of course, there are
other bottlenecks in the full dynamical evolution of a nuclear collision (of which
fluid dynamics is only one part) that would benefit from being ported to GPUs.
In order to precisely know all of the many parameters that enter these simulations
(which exhibit complicated coupling to one another), it is necessary to use Gaus-
sian Process emulators based on Bayesian statistics [2]. Full 3+1d simulations are
computationally expensive, and it is infeasible at the moment to perform statisti-
cal parameter extraction without the aid of GPUs to accelerate other components
in the chain as well including, for example, the late-stage hadronic evolution.
Appendix A. (3+1)-dimensional equations in (τ,x,y,ηs)-coordinates
Although the necessary tensor components in Cartesian and Milne coordinates
needed herein for the r.h.s. of the relaxation equations (40) are nicely listed in
Refs. [35, 44], we choose to list them in this appendix for completeness. The
covariant derivative of the fluid velocity can be written in its irreducible form as,
uν ;µ = uµDuν +
1
3
∆µνθ +σµν +ωµν . (A.1)
For a covariant vector field uµ , we have that Duµ ≡ duµ −Γβµαuαuβ . The expan-
sion rate θ , the shear stress tensor σµν , and vorticity tensor ωµν are generally
defined in any coordinate system as
θ ≡ ∇µuµ = ∂µuµ +Γλλµuµ , (A.2)
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σµν ≡ ∇〈µuν〉 = 1
2
∆µα∆νβ (uα;β +uβ ;α)−
θ
3
∆µν
=
1
2
(∂ µuν −uµduν +∂ νuµ −uνduµ)
+
1
2
(
∆µαuβΓναβ +∆
ναuβΓµαβ
)
− θ
3
∆µν , (A.3)
ωµν ≡
1
2
∆µα∆βν
(
uα;β −uβ ;α
)
=
1
2
[
gµα (∂νuα −uνduα)−gβν
(
∂ µuβ −uµduβ
)]
+
1
2
(gµαuν −gανuµ)uβΓλαβuλ . (A.4)
In Milne coordinates, the necessary convective derivative of the fluid velocity
components are:
duτ ≡ duτ = uτ∂τuτ +ux∂xuτ +uy∂yuτ +uη∂ηuτ , (A.5)
dux ≡−dux = uτ∂τux+ux∂xux+uy∂yux+uη∂ηux , (A.6)
duy ≡−duy = uτ∂τuy+ux∂xuy+uy∂yuy+uη∂ηuy , (A.7)
duη ≡−τ−2duη − τ−1uτuη = uτ∂τuη +ux∂xuη +uy∂yuη +uη∂ηuη . (A.8)
For the Milne coordinate system, the x and y components are not affected by
the transformation. The proper time and convective derivatives of uµ are then
formally the same: Dux = dux and Duy = duy. The τ and η components are
Duτ = duτ + τu2η , (A.9)
Duη = duη =−τ2duη −2τuτuη . (A.10)
The expansion rate is
θ = uτ/τ+∂τuτ +∂xux+∂yuy+∂ηuη . (A.11)
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The various shear tensor components are
σ ττ = −τuτu2η +∂τuτ −uτDuτ +
(
u2τ −1
) θ
3
,
σ τx = −τu
2
ηux
2
+
1
2
[∂τ(ux)−∂xγ]− 12 [uτD(ux)+uxDuτ ]+uτux
θ
3
,
σ τy = −τu
2
ηuy
2
+
1
2
[∂τ(uy)−∂yuτ ]− 12 [uτD(uy)+uyDuτ ]+uτuy
θ
3
,
σ τη = −uη
2τ
(
2u2τ + τ
2u2η
)
+
1
2
[
∂τ(uη)− 1τ2 ∂ηuτ
]
− 1
2
[γD(uη)+uηDuτ ]+uτuη
θ
3
,
σηη = −uτ
τ3
(
1+2u2ητ
2)− 1
τ2
∂η(uη)−uηD(uη)+( 1τ2 +u
2
η)
θ
3
,
σ xη = −uτuxuη
τ
− 1
2
[
∂x(uη)+
1
τ2
∂η(ux)
]
− 1
2
[uxD(uη)+uηD(ux)]+uxuη
θ
3
,
σ yη = −uτuyuη
τ
− 1
2
[
∂y(uη)+
1
τ2
∂η(uy)
]
− 1
2
[uyD(uη)+uηD(uy)]+uyuη
θ
3
,
σ xx = −∂x(ux)−uxD(ux)+(1+u2x)
θ
3
,
σ yy = −∂y(uy)−uyD(uy)+(1+u2y)
θ
3
, (A.12)
σ xy = −1
2
[∂x(uy)+∂y(ux)]− 12 [uxD(uy)+uyD(ux)]+uxuy
θ
3
. (A.13)
The non-vanishing components of the vorticity are given as
ωτx ≡ ωxτ =
1
2
[∂τux+∂xuτ ]+
1
2
[uxduτ −uτdux]+ 12τu
2
ηux , (A.14)
ωτy ≡ ωyτ =
1
2
[∂τuy+∂yuτ ]+
1
2
[uyduτ −uτduy]+ 12τu
2
ηuy , (A.15)
ωτη ≡ τ2ωητ =
1
2
[
∂τ
(
τ2uη
)
+∂ηuτ
]
+
1
2
[
τ2uηduτ −uτd
(
τ2uη
)]
+
1
2
τ3u3η ,
(A.16)
ωxy ≡−ωyx =
1
2
[∂yux−∂xuy]+ 12 [uydux−uxduy] , (A.17)
ωxη ≡−τ2ωηx =
1
2
[
∂ηux−∂x
(
τ2uη
)]
+
1
2
[
τ2uηdux−uxd
(
τ2uη
)]
, (A.18)
ωyη ≡−τ2ωηy =
1
2
[
∂ηuy−∂y
(
τ2uη
)]
+
1
2
[
τ2uηduy−uyd
(
τ2uη
)]
. (A.19)
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The Iµν1 terms are
Ixx1 = 2ux (pi
τxDuτ +pixxDux+piyxDuy+piηxDuη) , (A.20)
Iyy1 = 2uy (pi
τyDuτ +pixyDux+piyyDuy+piηyDuη) , (A.21)
Ixy1 = (pi
τxuy+piτyux)Duτ +(pixxuy+pixyux)Dux
+(piyxuy+piyyux)Duy+(piηxuy+piηyux)Duη , (A.22)
Ixη1 = (pi
τxuη +piτηux)Duτ +(pixxuη +pixηux)Dux
+(piyxuη +piyηux)Duy+(piηxuη +piηηux)Duη , (A.23)
Iyη1 = (pi
τyuη +piτηuy)Duτ +(pixyuη +pixηuy)Dux
+(piyyuη +piyηuy)Duy+(piηyuη +piηηuy)Duη . (A.24)
The Iµν3 terms are
Ixx3 = 2
(
pixτωxτ +pi
xyωxy+pi
xηωxη
)
, (A.25)
Iyy3 = 2
(
piyτωyτ +piyxωyx+pi
yηωyη
)
, (A.26)
Ixy3 = pi
xτωyτ +piyτωxτ +pi
xxωyx+pi
yyωxy+pi
xηωyη +piyηωxη , (A.27)
Ixη3 = pi
xτωητ +piητωxτ +pi
xxωηx +pi
xyωηy +pi
ηyωxy+pi
ηηωxη , (A.28)
Iyη3 = pi
yτωητ +piητω
y
τ +piyxωηx +pi
ηxωyx+pi
yyωηy +pi
ηηωyη , (A.29)
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The Iµν4 terms are
Ixx4 =
(
pixτσ xτ −pixxσ xx−pixyσ xy− τ2pixησ xη)+ 1
3
(
1+u2x
)
piαβ σ
β
α , (A.30)
Iyy4 = pi
yτσ yτ −piyxσ yx−piyyσ yy− τ2piyησ yη + 1
3
(
1+u2y
)
piαβ σ
β
α , (A.31)
Ixy4 =
1
2
(pixτσ yτ +piyτσ xτ)− 1
2
(pixxσ yx+piyxσ xx)
− 1
2
(pixyσ yy+piyyσ xy)− τ
2
2
(pixησ yη +piyησ xη)
+
1
3
uxuypiαβ σ
β
α , (A.32)
Ixη4 =
1
2
(pixτσητ +piητσ xτ)− 1
2
(pixxσηx+piηxσ xx)
− 1
2
(pixyσηy+piηyσ xy)− τ
2
2
(pixησηη +piηησ xη)
+
1
3
uxuηpiαβ σ
β
α , (A.33)
Iyη4 =
1
2
(piyτσητ +piητσ yτ)− 1
2
(piyxσηx+piηxσ yx)
− 1
2
(piyyσηy+piηyσ yy)− τ
2
2
(piyησηη +piηησ yη)
+
1
3
uyuηpiαβ σ
β
α . (A.34)
Appendix B. Fluid dynamic equations in conservative form
In this appendix we show how both the conservation laws (35) and (38) and
the relaxation equations (39) and (40) can be written in the same flux-conserving
form
∂q
∂ t
+
∂ (viq)
∂xi
= J[q](t,x)≡ S[q](t,x)+G[q](t,x) . (B.1)
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Comparing this form with Eqs. (35)-(38) we read off
Sτc ≡−∂x (vxP− vxpiττ +piτx)−∂y (vyP− vypiττ +piτy)−∂η (vηP− vηpiττ +piτη) ,
(B.2)
Sxc ≡−∂x (P− vxpiτx+pixx)−∂y (−vypiτx+pixy)−∂y (−vηpiτx+pixη) , (B.3)
Syc ≡−∂x (−vxpiτy+pixy)−∂y (P− vypiτy+piyy)−∂η (−vηpiτy+piyη) , (B.4)
Sηc ≡−∂x (−vxpiτη +pixη)−∂y (−vypiτη +piyη)−∂η
(
P
τ2
− vηpiτη +piηη
)
(B.5)
as well as
Gτc ≡−
1
τ
(T ττ + τ2Tηη) , Gxc ≡−
1
τ
T τx , Gyc ≡−
1
τ
T τy , Gηc ≡−
3
τ
T τη .
The relaxation equations (39) and (40) are a subclass of a more general class of
equations describing a dissipative system, namely the convective-diffusion equa-
tion
∂q
∂ t
+ vi
∂q
∂xi
= H[q](t,x) . (B.6)
These equations can be recast into the form (B.1) by introducing an additional
source term on the right hand side:
∂q
∂ t
+
∂
∂xi
(viq) = q
∂vi
∂xi
+H[q](t,x)+G[q](x, t) . (B.7)
Written in conservative form (B.7), and splitting the right hand side J[q]≡ q∂ivi+
H[q] again into a source terms S and a geometric term G, as in (B.1), the relaxation
equations (39) and (40) [with the convective derivative d ≡ uτ∂τ +ux∂x+uy∂y+
uη∂η ] become
∂τΠ+∂x(vxΠ)+∂y(vyΠ)+∂η(vηΠ) = SΠ , (B.8)
∂τpiµν +∂x(vxpiµν)+∂y(vypiµν)+∂η(vηpiµν) = S
µν
pi +G
µν
pi , (B.9)
where (with ∂ivi ≡ ∂xvx+∂yvy+∂ηvη )
SΠ ≡ 1uτ
(
− ζ
τΠ
θ − Π
τΠ
− IΠ
)
+Π∂ivi , (B.10)
Sµνpi ≡ 1uτ
(
2
η
τpi
σµν − pi
µν
τpi
− Iµν
)
+piµν∂ivi . (B.11)
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The only non-zero components of Gµνpi are
Gττpi ≡−2τvηpiτη ,
Gτxpi ≡−2τvηpixη ,
Gτypi ≡−2τvηpiyη ,
Gτηpi ≡−τvηpiηη − 1τ (pi
τη + vηpiττ) ,
Gxηpi ≡−1τ (pi
xη + vηpiτx) ,
Gyηpi ≡−1τ (pi
yη + vηpiτy) ,
Gηηpi ≡−2τ (pi
ηη + vηpiτη) . (B.12)
Finally, this yields all dynamical equations in the form (B.1), with
Sˆc ≡
(
Sτc S
x
c S
y
c S
η
c
)T
~Spi ≡
(
Sττpi S
τx
pi S
τy
pi S
τη
pi Sxxpi S
xy
pi S
xη
pi S
yy
pi S
yη
pi S
ηη
pi SΠ
)T
Gˆc ≡
(
Gτc G
x
c G
y
c G
η
c
)T
,
~Gpi ≡
(
Gττpi G
τx
pi G
τy
pi G
τη
pi 0 0 G
xη
pi 0 G
yη
pi G
ηη
pi 0
)T
. (B.13)
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